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About This Game

Trip to Vinelands is an arcade retro hardcore maze wanderer minigame. A weird underground-indie experience for your desktop
with original audio and art.
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trip to vinelands. trip to vinelands steam

The lovechild of Super Hexagon and a walking simulator.

A very effective and fast way to get my pulse up to 150.

10\/10 Would not recommend.. Loved the trip. Aesthically and acoustically it gets you into the mood and you play half
hypnotized, it was very pleasant.. Thought it was a game about a social weekend road trip to the wine region of Napa Valley,
have to say I was massively disappointed.. An addictive experience using a random maze generator. The concept is simple: you
need to reach the 100th level to win. Don't touch anything and you'll be fine. Select one of the ways uncovered by the vines to
advance; easy concept.

Pros:
- Fast and original random maze generator; simple concept, but good.
- Low price to give it a try.

Cons:
- It doesn't have any sound effect, and it has ONLY one song. Extremely repetitive and horrible, in my opinion.

I recommend it because of its addictive power to keep trying to reach the 100th level.. Really good game for the price. Great
stress relief/time burner to have at hand. BLOODY HELL,
AMAZING EXPERIENCE x 666

p.s. Must have for any collector x 15.... Escape like a mosquito: free
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would love to see this game as a loading screen. It is a game, not my cup of tea, but its not bad!! :D. A feast for the eyes and
ears, Trip to Vinelands is a slick package with its badass aesthetic and dynamic music. The gameplay is also stimulating enough
to keep you enthralled and thinking on-the-fly.

Take a trip today.. This is a retro style reaction game that is simple but fun. It is rather difficult as you have only a fraction of a
second in many levels to move or you die! I have yet to beat the game, I think it's 100 levels since each achievement is reached
by getting past that number of levels. And the final achievement is 99. The patterns do repeat so you can get used to them and
get better at the game that way. I average 30-40 levels per run, so it shouldn't be a problem to get to the end. I just don't know if
I will or if I will put the time to doing something else. Knowing myself though, I probably will.

Conclusion: Good, addictive, pattern based, reaction game. You die fast! So you don't have to invest in a huge amount of time
each time you play it. But it's fun! And for the cheap price that it is, why not?. It's like VVVVVV, but straigth to the point. It's
curious that the levels (the screens that you play) are not exactely random, but well made.. You will never scream "this game is
bulls**t" at a game faster than this. This is a really hard game thats as addicting as hell. I truly recommend this game if your
looking for a real challenge. Yeah, I say its worth the money its pretty fun.. Awesome and fast reaction game that I
immensly enjoy. You have to choose your path superquick
and if you choose wrong you die.

Its a game where you just want to go one more round.

I also played Tripe to
vinelands 2, but I think this is better.

Favorite bullethell,shootemup,speedreflexgames:
Particle mace ( Superb for 3players)
UBERMOSH
Echoes

Other favorite shooters of mine:
Menace ( AMiGA)
Delta ( C64)
Skramble ( Arcade)

Most boring:
Beat HAzard
Claw... ( Dont remember more than
Claw, its real♥♥♥♥♥♥and free to play). After completing TTV2, this was slightly harder to beat but still very doable. Really
cool game, although it does trick you into a deadend sometimes which can get extremely frustrating when you need to get
through 100 consecutive rooms without dying. Would still recommend this ga,e as well as its sequel, TTV2.. Like all of Walter
Machados games it's super difficult, literally infuriating, and also super addicting. Not a big fan of the art in this game though :/
still a cool game.
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